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To all vhom, it may concerºn:
Be it known that I, ELIBERT J. LANSING, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Min
neapolis, in the county of Hennepin and State
5 of Minnesota, have invented a new and use
ful Improvement in Heating Stoves or Fur
naces, of which the following is a full, clear,
and explicit description, reference being had
to the accompanying drawings, which form
I O a part of this specification.
My invention relates to heating apparatus,
and has for its object the production of a de
vice which is adapted to be used as a stove to
heat the room in which it is placed and rooms
I 5 communicating there with or as a furnace
Warming rooms connected there with by means
of hot-air pipes in the usual manmer.
To this end my invention consists of the
device
shown in the drawings, to which ref
2 O erence has been invited, and in which —
Figure 1 is a side elevation; Fig. 2, a front
elevation; Fig. 3, a top view; Fig. 4, a sec
tion of Fig. 1, taken on the line 4 4; Fig. 5, a
longitudimal vertical section; Fig. 6, a verti
25 cal cross-section; Fig. 7, a horizontal section
of Fig. 1, taken on the line 77; Fig. 8, another
horizontal section of Fig. 1, takeri on the line
88; and Fig. 9, details, being a horizontal and
a crOSS Section of air-feed.
Similarletters refer to similar parts through
out the Several views.
A novel feature of my invention is the base
or bottom plate, which plate is provided with

bustion-chamber through the air-feed and is 5o
supplied to the fuel from above the grate, with
the result that all of the gas generated in the
fire-potis consumed and converted into heat,
which is either Set free in the room or is con
veyed through the aforementioned hot - air 55
pipes to other rooms.
·
In the drawings, A is the outer case or shell
of my stove or furnace. B is the inner case;
C, the fire-pot; D, the hot-air chamber; E,
the air-feed, and F the draft-pipes.
The outer case A may be of either cast-iron
or of sheet metal, as the manufacturer may

elect, or it may be made partly of cast-iron
and partly of sheet metal, as shown. Again,

it may be fashioned in one piece or it may
consist of several sections, as shown, prefer
ably the latter. Its configuration or propor
tion is not an important feature; but in prac
tice I make it cylindrical in form, its height
being about three times its diameter. It is
mounted upon feet a, which support it off the
floor. Its base or bottom b (shown in Fig. 7)
is fashioned with openings c, through which
the cold air enters, and its cap or top plate di
(shown in Fig. 3) is fashioned with similar 75
openings e, from which the hot air escapes.
f is a door opening into the combustion
chamber, through which the fuel is ins?rted.
g is a similar door opening into the ash-pit,
through which the ash-panis inserted or with
drawn, and h, is a clinker-door, through which
a poker may be inserted to free the grate.
openings through which the cold air from the The cap d, like the base b, is fashioned witin
35 floor enters the annular chamber intermedi openings e and with an upwardly-extending
ate the Outer and inner cases. Hence the fire thimble i, adapted to receive a hot-air pipe
pot is at all times in direct contact with the when converting the stove into a furnace.
open air of the room, thereby preventing its j is a screen covering the top d when in
warping out of shape or of its disintegrating. use as a stove, but is removed when im use
Another novel feature is that the cap or top as a furnace. It is useful only in preventing
plate is in like manner provided with open anything of considerable size from falling
ings through which the heated air escapes ? into the hot-air chamber.
from the aforementioned annular chamber, The inner case B rests upon and extends
thus creating a draft of cold air from the floor, upward from the base b, its lower section k
45 heating it in transit and discharging it from constituting
the ash-pit, its middle section
the top of the stove or through the hot-air supporting and surrounding the fire-pot, and 95
pipes when the same is used as a furnace.
its upper section l constituting the combus
Still another novel feature is that the air tion-chamber.
which feeds combustion is taken into the com
The fire-pot Cis not unlike those commonly
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used, being somewhat smaller at the bottom
than at the top and having a grate 102, at its :
lower end.
The hot-air chamber ID is cylindrical in
form, is closed at the bottom, and open at the
top. Its upper open end is fashioned with
an outwardly-extending flange 22, which rests
upon the upper end of the inner cause B.
This flange în is provided at its periphery with
a downwardly-extending ring o, which over
laps the upper portion of the (circumferential

it-which gives my heater an indirect draft,
the smoke passing from the combustion-cham
ber il through a portion of the upper hori
zontal section t, thence downward through
the incased vertical pipe v, thence through
a portion of the lower horizontal section du,
thence upward through the exposed vertical
pipe v, thence through another portion of
the upper horizontal section t, and out through
the smoke-stack /.
*
The operation of my heater is as follows:

hot-air chamber concentrice ther'e with.

the openings c of the base or bottom b, as
shown by the arrows, thence upward through
the annular chamber, (the space between the
outer case A and the inner case B,) and thence
a portion of it passes direct out through the
openings e of the cap or top d to warm the
room, while another portion passes through
the thimble p, thus entering the hot-air cham
ber D, (where it is superheated by being di
rectly over the combustion - chamber,) and
thence reunites with the before - mentioned 9o
portion and with it escapes through. the said
openings e of cap or top d. Thus a constant
circulation of air is maintained throughout
the room, carefully - conducted experiments
showing converging currents of cold air at the 95
floor tending toward the heater, upward.cur
rents therefrom, diverging currents at the
ceiling radial from a point above the heater,
and downward currents at or near the walls
of the room. It is noticeable that after clos OC)
ing the doors of the outer case A the air which
maintains combustion must be supplied
through the air-feed E. This air enters the
feed E through the longitudinally-pierced lat
eral extension ir and escapes into the combus
tion-chamber il through the perforations q in
its concave side, and it is through this subdi
viding of the air and injecting itinto the com
bustion-chamber il that the gas therein is ig
TO
nited and consumed.
The advantages which I claim for my heater
are, first, it is simple in construction, and
therefore inexpensive; second, it is more du
rable than others, there being no plates that
are not exposed to or in contact with the air; II 5
third, its system of draft-pipes is such that
an almost perfect circulation of air is main
taimed in the manner above described, and,
fourth, the manner of feeding combustion by
means of superheated air taken in through the | 20
air-feed.
Having thus described my invention and
set forth its advantages, what I claim as new,
and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is—
In a heating stove or furnace, the combina
tion of an outer case, having its base or bot
tom plate provided with parts or passages
through which the cold air may enter, and its
cap or top having similar parts or passages
through which the hot air may escape, and
with doors for inserting fuel, and for with
drawing the ashes; aminner case resting upon
and supported by the base or bottom plate of
the said outer case; a fire-pot suspended in

wall of the inner case B and holds the said The cold air from the floor is drawn in through
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A thimble p extends from the circumfer
ential wall of the hot-air chamber D to that
of the inner case B, thus bringing the hot
air chamber and the annular (hamber sur
rounding it into communication. This is an

important feature of my invention, for upon
this construction largely depends the success
of my invention.

The air-feed E (shown in place in Figs. 5
and 6 and detached in Fig. 9) is another im

portant feature of my in vention. It consists
of a semicircular hollow casting, preferably
V-shaped in cross-section, perforated on its
concave side, having openings g therein and
having lateral extensions ir and S at either
end. One of these extensions ir is hollow and
3o serves to supply air to the air-feed and through
that to the combustion-chamberl. This hol
low portion ºr extends out through the wall of
the inner case B, the annular chamber sur
rounding the same, and the wall of the outer
35 case A. The other laterally-extending por
tion S constitutes a lug by means of which it
is secured to the circumferential wall of the
inner case 3.
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The draft pipes or flues F consist of a hori
Zontal section it, extending laterally from the
upper portion of the inner case B, a similar
section u, extending laterally from its lower
portiom, but not communicating there with,
and two vertical pipes v and v, connecting
the said two horizontal sections it and ut. One
of these vertical pipes v is located between
the inner case B and the outer case A, while
the other one, v, is outside the outer case A.
The upper horizontal section t is fashioned
With an upwardly-extending thimbleac, upon
which is fitted the smoke-stack /, and is pro
vided with a damper &, through the opera
tion of which my stove or furnace is given a
““ direct” or an ““ indirect” draft.
I operate my stove or furnace as follows:
I first start my fire in the fire-pot C by open
ing any One of the three doors and turming
the damper & of the draft-pipes F “ down,”
as shown by the dotted lines, (see Fig. 5)—
that is, I open it—which gives my heater a
direct draft, the smoke passing from the com
bustion - chamber il through the horizontal
section t of the draft-pipes F and out through
the smoke-stack ly. When the fire is well
started, I close the before - mentioned door
and turn the damper & “ up,” as shown by
Solid lines, (again see Fig. 5)-that is, I close
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the lower portion of the said inner case; a
hot-air chamber having a closed bottom and
an open top, suspended in the upper portion
of the said inner case; a thimble, one end of
which is affixed in the circumferential wall of
the said hot-air chamber, and the other end
of which is affixed in the circumferential wall
of the said inner case, thus forming a passage

horizontal portion of which extends through
the said outer case, a vertical portion of which
extends from the first-named horizontal por
tion to, and communicates with the last-named
horizontal portion, said vertical portion being

2O

located within the said outer case and with

out the said inner case; a second vertical por
tion
the said horizontal portions,
between the interior of the said hot-air cham said connecting
vertical
portion
being without the said
I O berand the annular chamber intermediate the
outer
case;
and
a
damper
incased by the said
said outer case and the said inner case; an first-named horizontal portion
interme
air-feed supported within the said inner case, diate the upper open ends of theand
said
the intake or open end of which extends out portions, all substantially as shown vertical
and for
ward through the walls of the said inner and the purposes specified.
I 5 outer cases; and a direct andan indirect draft
ELBERT J. LANSING.
pipe system, a horizontal portion of which ex Witmesses:
tends through the said outer case and com
HAMILTON J. MYERS,
municates with the said inner case, another
ELIJAH BARTON.
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